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John Heagney of Webster Groves has advice for Alderman Freeman Bosley Sr. on paying for college. “Call your son! He was obviously sharp enough to spot a real estate bargain when he saw one and pretty much made out like a bandit. Anybody that talented
would know to sock at least some of that money away so ask him to fill the tuition gap.”
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Daniel C. Willingham

How Congress can define the new ‘normal’ for Missourians
Ending gridlock • Reform the tax on pass-through businesses to help reduce unemployment.
Since the onslaught of the Great
Recession, the unemployment rate
has been dismally high. Now that
Congress is moving to reform tax
laws for pass-through businesses
that can hire in Missouri, it must
raise its standards, reduce unemployment, and stop accepting
childish gridlock as “normal.”
Upon entering office, President Barack Obama and his aides
assumed that the unemployment rate would magically fall to
5 percent by the end of his first
term. Unfortunately, in Missouri
we are sitting at 6.6 percent. Even
worse, the unemployment rate
for those in the Show-Me State
who stopped looking for work lags
at an embarrassing 12.2 percent.
Meanwhile, Missouri’s jobless rate
for 18- to 29-year-olds, a group
that includes many recent college
graduates, lurks beyond 15 percent.
Fixing the tax regime for passthrough businesses presents a
major opportunity to drop the
disgraceful unemployment rate
in Missouri, especially for recent
graduates. Pass-through entities,

which include partnerships
and limited liability companies,
account for 95 percent of all
businesses and 54 percent of the
private sector workforce.
Thanks to the sloppy “fiscal
cliff” soap opera, tax rates actually
increased for pass-through businesses that have equity holders in
the top tax bracket. This increase
of 35 percent to 39.6 percent has
perpetuated the astronomical
unemployment rate. After all, the
4.6 percent tax increase on business income of $1 million amounts
to $46,000, which — if not spent
on taxes — could pay the salary of
a strong middle-class worker.
Because slow hiring overwhelmingly harms those with less
work experience and fewer industry contacts (i.e. recent graduates),
this tax increase has guaranteed
double-digit unemployment
numbers for Missourians under 30
unless members of Congress work
together to create an offsetting
incentive to hire.
In their book “Getting to Yes:
Negotiating Agreement Without

Giving In,” Roger Fisher, Bruce
Patton and William Ury of the
Harvard Negotiation Project argue
that navigating through gridlock
requires that both sides avoid bargaining over positions. Positional
bargaining, as we saw during the
“fiscal cliff” standoff, occurs when
two sides close-mindedly demand
what they want and refuse to consider any reasonable alternatives.
Instead of looking at positions
alone, the method endorsed
in “Getting to Yes” focuses on
the interests that underlie one’s
position. By not emphasizing
what each side wants, but by
concentrating on why they want
it, both sides are better prepared to
consider innovative ways to obtain
that interest.
Congress must pursue an interest-based solution that encourages pass-through businesses to
hire by giving them an option to
essentially keep the 35 percent
rate. To accomplish this, Congress
needs to establish a tax credit
that is capped at the lesser of new
employees’ salaries or 4.6 percent
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Ladies and gentlemen, Republicans
are again voting on new abortion
restrictions. Cue their theme song:
“Men men men men, manly men
men men!”
“Men men men men, manly men
men men!”
The House Judiciary Committee gathered Wednesday to pass
another anti-abortion bill, and the
nameplates on the majority side
told the story:
Mr. Goodlatte.
Mr. Sensenbrenner.
Mr. Coble.
Mr. Smith.
Mr. Chabot.
Mr. Bachus.
Mr. Issa.
Mr. Forbes.
Mr. King.
Mr. Franks.
In all, the nameplates of 23 misters lined both rows on the GOP
side; there isn’t one Republican
woman on the panel. The guys
muscled through a bill that, should
it become law, would upend Roe
v. Wade by effectively banning all
abortions after 20 weeks.
With the grace of Charlie Sheen
and the subtlety of a sitcom,
the manly men voted down a
Democratic effort to add enhanced
protections for the life and health
of the mother. They voted down
a Democratic amendment that
would allow exceptions for women
with heart or lung disease or diabetes. They even voted down an
amendment that would have made
exceptions for victims of rape or
incest.
If that weren’t enough, the chief
sponsor of the legislation, Rep.
Trent Franks, R-Ariz., had a Todd
Akin moment as he attempted to
argue that women aren’t likely
to become pregnant from rape.
Franks provided his variation of
“legitimate rape” theory when he
argued against the rape-and-incest
exception because the amendment
didn’t require women to report the
crime.
“What difference does that
make?” asked Rep. Jerrold Nadler,
D-N.Y.
“The point I was trying to make,
Mr. Nadler, is that, you know,
before when my friends on the
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equity holders in the top bracket
are unaffected because they were
not hit with an increase in their
marginal tax rates this year.
Thus, this tax credit would successfully reconcile the interests
of spurring job growth, creating
opportunities for new graduates,
paying down the deficit, and
ensuring that the wealthy pay their
“fair share.”
Although compromise is never
easy, it is now necessary because
neither party has enough leverage to strong-arm the other. Our
new tax laws will perpetuate high
unemployment rates in Missouri
unless both parties work together
to smooth over the detrimental
kinks.
If Republicans and Democrats
fail to raise their standards, then
so will the next generation of Missouri college graduates who are
tragically coming to accept the
unemployment line as “normal.”
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of the employer’s taxable income
in the top marginal tax bracket.
This legislation should:
• Ensure that the new employees were part-time or unemployed
just prior to hiring;
• Pay the credit pro-rata
according to the new employees’
period of employment during each
taxable year to incentivize retention; and
• Expire at the end of 2014, at
which time Congress can consider
renewing it or gradually phasing it
out, depending on the unemployment rate at the time.
This tax credit for pass-through
businesses that hire would
raise revenue by getting the
new employees off government
assistance, while preventing new
graduates from ever relying on it,
and allow them to become contributing taxpayers. Meanwhile,
non-hiring pass-through businesses with equity holders in the
top bracket can help provide revenue to reduce the deficit by paying the higher 39.6 percent rate.
Pass-through businesses with no
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Thirty-five years ago in United States v. Choate, the courts
ruled that the Postal Service may record “mail cover,” i.e.,
what’s written on the outside of an envelope — the addresses
of sender and receiver.
The National Security Agency’s recording of U.S. phone data
does basically that with the telephone. It records who is calling
whom — the outside of the envelope, as it were. The content of
the conversation, however, is like the letter inside the envelope.
It may not be opened without a court order.
The constitutional basis for this is simple: The Fourth
Amendment protects against “unreasonable searches and
seizures” and there is no reasonable expectation of privacy for
what’s written on an envelope. It’s dropped in a public mailbox,
read by workers at the collection center and read once again by
the letter carrier. It’s already openly been shared, much as your
phone records are shared with, recorded by, and (e)mailed back
to you by a third party, namely the phone company.
Indeed, in 1979 the Supreme Court (Smith v. Maryland)
made the point directly regarding the telephone: The expectation of privacy applies to the content of a call, not its record.
There is therefore nothing constitutionally offensive about
the newly revealed NSA data-mining program that seeks to
identify terrorist networks through telephone-log pattern
recognition.
But doesn’t the other NSA program — the spooky-sounding
James Bond-evoking PRISM — give you the willies? Well, what
we know thus far is that PRISM is designed to read the emails
of non-U.S. citizens outside the United States. If an al-Qaida
operative in Yemen is emailing a potential recruit, it would be
folly not to intercept it.
As former Attorney General Michael Mukasey explains, the
Constitution is not a treaty with the rest of the world; it’s an
instrument for the protection of the American citizenry. And
reading other people’s mail is something countries do to protect themselves. It’s called spying.
Is that really shocking?
The problem here is not constitutionality. It’s practicality.
Legally this is fairly straightforward. But between intent and
execution lies a shadow — the human factor, the possibility of
abuse. And because of the scope and power of the NSA, any
abuse would have major consequences for civil liberties.
The real issue is safeguards. We could start by asking how an
Edward Snowden, undereducated, newly employed, rootless
and grandiose, could have been given such access and power.
We need a toughening of both congressional oversight and
judicial review, perhaps even some independent outside scrutiny. Plus periodic legislative revision — say, reauthorization
every four years — in the light of efficacy of the safeguards and
the nature of the external threat.
The object is not to abolish these vital programs. It’s to fix
them. Not exactly easy to do amid the current state of national
agitation — provoked largely because such intrusive programs
require a measure of trust in government and this administration has forfeited that trust amid an unfolding series of scandals and a basic problem with truth-telling.
There are nonetheless two other reasons these revelations
have sparked such anxiety. Every spying program is a compromise between liberty and security. Yet here is a president
who campaigned on the proposition that he would transcend
such pedestrian considerations. “We reject as false the choice
between our safety and our ideals,” he declared in his first
inaugural address, no less.
When caught with his hand on your phone data, however,
President Obama offered this defense: “You can’t have 100
percent security and also then have 100 percent privacy. ...
We’re going to have to make some choices as a society.”
So it wasn’t such a false choice after all, was it, Mr. President?
Nor does it help that just three weeks ago the president
issued a major foreign-policy manifesto whose essential theme
was that the War on Terror is drawing to a close and its very
legal underpinning, the September 2001 Authorization for Use
of Military Force, should be not just reformed but repealed to
prevent “keeping America on a perpetual wartime footing.”
Now it turns out that Obama’s government was simultaneously running a massive, secret anti-terror intelligence
operation. But if the tide of war is receding, why this vast, ever
expanding NSA dragnet whose only justification is an outside
threat — that you assure us is ever receding?
Which is it, Mr. President? Tell it straight. We are a nation
of grown-ups. We can make choices. Even one it took you four
years to admit is not “false.”
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